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Abstract—Dog owners are typically capable of recognizing
behavioral cues that reveal subjective states of their dogs, such
as pain. But automatic recognition of the pain state is very
challenging. This paper proposes a novel video-based, two-stream
deep neural network approach for this problem. We extract
and preprocess body keypoints, and compute features from both
keypoints and the RGB representation over the video. We propose
an approach to deal with self-occlusions and missing keypoints.
We also present a unique video-based dog behavior dataset,
collected by veterinary professionals, and annotated for presence
of pain, and report good classification results with the proposed
approach. This study is one of the first works on machine learning
based estimation of dog pain state.1

Index Terms—Pain estimation, dogs, pose estimation, LSTM

I. INTRODUCTION

Interpretation of the behavior of animals is critical to
understand their well-being. In this paper, we propose an
approach for automatic estimation of pain states of dogs, using
video modality. This problem is important for several potential
applications, including long-term automatic monitoring of
dogs, assessment and diagnosis aids for veterinary clinicians,
and early warning systems for nonexperts. It is challenging,
because dogs come in different breeds that have very different
appearances, and exhibit different behavioral coping strategies.

Animal pain estimation from video uses facial expressions
of animals, as well as cues extracted from the body and
the posture of the animal. While a comprehensive work for
automatic dog pain estimation is missing from the literature,
there are works on sheep, mice, pigs, and horses [1]. Each
animal requires a separate data collection effort, a different
analysis approach, and different pain annotation schemes.

In this paper, we make several contributions to the literature
on affective computing for animal wellfare:

1) We propose a pipeline for pain estimation in dogs,
incorporating a number of off-the-shelf and in-house
developed tools. Our approach is the first in the literature
for automatic dog pain estimation from body pose.

2) We introduce a database of dog videos, annotated by
veterinary experts, to evaluate our approach. Pain es-
timation in dogs is an under-researched problem, and
there are limited resources; we hope that our approach
will establish a good baseline, and there will be more
research to follow.

1Unedited author proof. Cite as: Zhu, H., Y. Salgirli, P. Can, D. Atilgan,
A.A. Salah, ”Video-based estimation of pain indicators in dogs,” Int. Confer-
ence on Affective Computing & Intelligent Interaction (ACII), 2023.

3) We make all our code and annotations available pub-
licly2.

II. RELATED WORK

Automated pain estimation for animals focuses on indicators
from the body and the face of the animal. There is one recently
introduced dog emotion recognition in the wild dataset [2],
which contains images in uncontrolled settings, mostly suit-
able for end-to-end estimation without pose detection. For
controlled video acquisition, pose estimation is an important
step. We first discuss pose estimation in this section, and then
move to pain estimation.

A. Pose estimation

There are four main approaches for representing the dog,
as shown in Figure 1.
• Body key-joints representation: This representation al-

lows easy modeling of pose semantics, and resembles
the skeleton models popular in human behavior analysis.
Examples of body joints are “shoulders”, “middle joint
of knees”, “paw”, and “spine”.

• Outline boundary: In this representation, the boundary of
the dog is marked. This method can represent the rigid
shape of the animal.

• Instance segmentation: Processing the image pixel-wise
and segmenting the dog out of the background is called
instance segmentation. This representation is used in vi-
sual scene understanding applications, and subsequently,
there are several image databases that have this kind of
ground truth annotations for dog images.

• Bounding box: This representation is a cheaper-to-
annotate version of instance segmentation that uses a
rectangle to mark out the dog’s extent in the image. Some
pose estimation and instance segmentation algorithms
would require bounding box detection as a first step to
reduce background interference.

Body key-joints is the main representation method for
pose estimation approaches, as they depict the geometrical
configuration of multiple body parts. For a pose estimation
algorithm, some methods would first use the bounding box to
identify the location of a single animal object [3]–[5] or apply
instance segmentation to extract the shape of the animal body.

2The dataset can be accessed under special conditions permitted by the
informed consent forms.



Fig. 1. Image based representations for the dog. (1) Body key-joints, (2)
Outline boundary, (3) Instance segmentation, (4) Bounding box

Combining the advantage of the above four representation
methods can help an algorithm keep track of the target animal
and exclude noise from the background.

Recent approaches for animal pose estimation like
DeepLabCut [6] and LEAP [7] use a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to directly extract features from animal images
and to convert it to a key-joint representation. To train the
CNNs, a human-annotated training set is used. To deal with
the lack of large amounts of human-annotated data, transfer
learning is the preferred solution. In DeepLabcut, a ResNet
model [8] pre-trained on an object recognition task is used to
enable learning animal specific estimators from only hundreds
of annotated training samples. Additionally, in [9], active
learning is used to reduce the number of required annotations.
In this approach, the system will suggest which images to
annotate in each round, selecting these images actively. On
the other hand, semi-supervised learning is used in [10],
where a larger set of images without annotations is used
jointly with a smaller set of annotated images to perform
pose estimation. Apart from these three main approaches that
can be combined (i.e. transfer learning, active learning, and
semi-supervised learning), data augmentation is also used to
increase the amount of available samples.

In this work, we use the Deep High-Resolution Network
(HRNet), which is a state-of-the-art framework for 2D pose
estimation that illustrated superior performance on a number
of case studies [11]. This approach uses an innovative network
architecture, described in Section III-A.

The pose estimation approaches we mentioned are generic
and can be used with different animals. The DeepPoseKit
method, for example, is applied on vinegar fly, locust, and
zebra pose estimation problems [9]. However, popular human
pose estimators use further information from the human skele-
ton structure [12]. In a similar way, animal-specific skeleton
models can be used to improve the detection of the pose.

A number of approaches have been used or proposed
for pose estimation in dogs and other canines. Modern ob-

ject detection algorithms, trained on large sets, such as MS
COCO [13], typically contain a “dog” class. These can be
leveraged to find a bounding box (or a more detailed seg-
mentation) for detecting dogs in an image. The work by Tsai
and Huang [14] introduced a multiple stages pose estimation
algorithm, which uses a Mask R-CNN model [15] to generate
the contour mask map of the dog. A faster R-CNN [16]
performs posture recognition on the contour mask image and
key part recognition on the original image. The key points
of the skeleton would be obtained by analysing the candidate
bounding box and animal pose jointly.

In the RGBD-Dog approach [17] an RGBD dog dataset
with landmark ground truth is used, generated from a 3D
motion capture system. They applied a stacked hourglass
network [18] to predict a set of 2D heatmaps for a given
depth image. This can determine the 3D coordinates of the
body joints. A Hierarchical Gaussian Process Latent Variable
Model (H-GPLVM) [19] is applied to refine the predicted 3D
joint positions and to prevent pose ambiguities. However, this
method requires depth data, which is not always available.

In this work, we use the HRNet-W32 model3, where W32
denotes the width of the high resolution network in the last
three layers. The model is initially trained on the AnimalPose
dataset [20], which contains pose annotation on five animal
categories (i.e. dog, cat, cow, horse, sheep, respectively) with
6,000+ instances in 4,000+ images, and 20 body keypoints
annotated. We will describe the experiments in Section V.

B. Pain estimation

Pain is defined as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional
experience associated with, or resembling that associated with,
actual or potential tissue damage,” [21]. It is not possible to
measure the subjective experience of pain in animals from a
simple image, or a video, but it is possible to automatically
observe indications that there is pain, and quantify them
to some extent to create useful applications, such as early
warning or long-term monitoring systems. It is noted that
behavioral cues are not very reliable for pain estimation,
because the animal can choose not to exhibit behaviors under
certain circumstances.

Automatic, computer vision based pain estimation has not
been extensively researched for dogs until recently [22], but
there is important work for other animals. [23] proposed a
two-stream approach based on convolutional-LSTM (see Sec-
tion III-D2) similar to our work, and shown its effectiveness
for a video-based equine pain recognition task. Related pain
estimation research has been performed for sheep [24], [25],
mice [26], cats [27], rabbits [28], and horses [29]. These works
mostly focus on the face of the animal, and use validated
clinical scales that rely on a series of observations to score the
presence of pain indicators. These observations can include
the position of the ears, the visibility of sclera in the eyes,
muscle tension in certain areas like the mouth, or presence of

3https://github.com/open-mmlab/mmpose



specific behaviors, such as baring the teeth in horses, which
are exhibited when the animal is pain.

There is some related work on emotion estimation for dogs,
which is relevant as a basis for pain estimation. In [30], three
emotional states (i.e. growl, sleep, and smile, respectively) are
automatically estimated from sequences of dog images, based
on ears, eyes, mouth and head features. In [31], DeepLabCut is
used to estimate anger, fear, happiness, and relaxation in dogs,
based on a custom dataset of 400 images, evenly distributed
over these four classes. Recently, [22] evaluated canine facial
expressions for detecting positive anticipation and frustration.

The main challenges for computer vision based estimation
of dog pain are the existence of many different dog breeds,
which implies different sizes and colors that change the
appearance, the presence of subtle cues, such as muscle con-
tractions that are hidden beneath the coat, and the difficulties
that plague ordinary face and body analysis, such as pose and
illumination variations. Most importantly, there is a lack of
data with pain annotations.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our proposed approach for detecting the visual indication
of a dog’s pain state is made up of three parts. The off-the-
shelf model for pose estimation is discussed in Section III-A.
The feature extraction and pre-processing are described in Sec-
tion III-B, followed by pose normalization. In Section III-D,
we propose an architecture based on two-stream deep learning
for pain detection. Figure 2 depicts our proposed system,
which takes a short, 8-frame video clip (sampled over 4
seconds) as input, estimates the dog’s pose, and produces
a pain score in the 0-1 range, which can be treated as a
probability that the video contains a dog in pain.

Fig. 2. Overall pipeline of the proposed method.

A. Dog pose estimation

For the initial detection of the dog in the images, we
use a YOLOv5 deep neural network model [32], [33], pre-
trained on the MSCOCO dataset [13], which includes a “dog”
class. The RGB video frames are provided to the network

as input, and the network outputs predicted bounding boxes,
a confidence score, and the likelihood of the dog class. We
set the confidence threshold to 0.25, and we select only the
bounding boxes with a confidence score for containing a dog
greater than the threshold.

By combining the feature of YOLOv5 and HRNet, we
can construct a data pre-processing pipeline to extract both
RGB image and posture information as the model input. (See
Figure 4 for the example image pre-processing representation)

As stated before, we use the HRNet [11] approach for
pose estimation. The majority of existing pose estimation
methods, such as SimpleBaseline [34] and DeepLabCut [35],
adapt an encoder-decoder structure composed of a series of
convolutional networks to downsample the input image from
high to low-resolution feature maps and then apply transposed
convolution layers to recover the original high-resolution fea-
ture map. HRNet, on the other hand, is composed of a central
stem network that maintains high resolution throughout the
process, as well as sample branch networks in each layer
of the stem, and parallel connections between the multi-
resolution branch networks. Additionally, HRNet implements
multi-scale fusion between each parallel branch network to
facilitate information exchange throughout the process. The
stem network’s last layer outputs keypoint estimates (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The structure of HRNet. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond
to the depth of the network and the scale of the feature maps, respectively
(Adopted from [11]).

Since HRNet is a top-down pose estimation algorithm, it
requires the approximate location of the target object in the
image and preferably uses closely cropped images as inputs.
The bounding box output of the YOLOv5 model is extended
by 10% to ensure we include the entire dog, and provided to
HRNet for further processing. We use the HRNet-W32 model
obtained from [36], trained on the AnimalPose dataset [20],
at this stage. Figure 4 illustrates the processing of a frame for
bounding box localization and keypoints extraction.

B. Feature extraction and pre-processing

We extract 17 keypoints from various parts of the body of
the dog, from the head, spine, and leg joints. The head includes
two eyes, and the nose tip (3 points), spine includes withers
and tail end (2 points) and legs include four elbows, four
knees, and four paws (12 points). During training, since self-
occlusions of joints is a common problem, we adopt a missing



Fig. 4. Example of bounding box localization and keypoints extraction. (a) We
first apply the YOLOv5 algorithm to detect the bounding box of the dog. (b)
We then crop the image with the center of the bounding box to exclude noisy
background information. The bounding box is extended by 10% to ensure
that the majority of the dog’s body is included. (c) We apply the HRNet pose
estimation algorithm to detect the body keypoints within the bounding box,
and generate the coordinates of the keypoints.

data treatment approach to augment some missing landmarks
and to exclude some poorly estimated images. The poses are
centered and scaled to be consistent with one another. This
ensures that our approach is not affected by the differing size
of the dog on the image (due to different distances to the
camera).

Problems due to occlusions and self-occlusions can be
partially solved by using body symmetry and by inference
based on observed keypoints over time. The central concepts
are as follows:

1) If some keypoints are missing from a frame, they may be
discovered and interpolated by using the neighbouring
frames in the sequence. Note that this makes would only
work in an “offline” mode.

2) If -after the first step- there are more than nine keypoints
missing, or the spine keypoints are missing, the frame
is discarded from further processing.

3) Each leg has three keypoints (i.e. elbow, knee, and paw).
If one keypoint of a leg is missing, it can be inferred
according to the position of the other two keypoints and
the spine points.

4) If more than one keypoint is missing in one leg, they
can be guessed by exploiting the left and right side body
symmetry, or front and back side symmetry.

This approach for resolving missing data is simple and ef-
fective, and necessary for subsequent processing of the body
pose. In comparison to the head and spine keypoints, the leg
keypoints convey more detailed information about the pose.
Thus, the essence of this approach is to compensate for the
missing keypoints induced by self-occlusion.

Our pose estimate step defines a mapping from the RGB
image to body keypoints graph as:

si(t)
pose detector−→ p(t) ∀t = 1, . . . , Ti, (1)

where pi(t) denotes the posture for sample i at time frame
t and T denotes the total sequence length for sample i. The
whole dataset contains N samples. In particular, pi(t) consists
of a sequence of 2D coordinates as:

pi(t) =
{

(xj(t), yj(t))i
}
j∈J , (2)

where j is the index of keypoints, and J is the number of
keypoints defined in the pose estimation model.

C. Pose normalization

The pose normalization step aims to transform the keypoint
coordinates from an absolute to a local root point-centered ref-
erence system. The transformed pose coordinates are defined
as:

(x̄j , ȳj)i = (xj , yj)i − (xroot, yroot)i ∀j ∈ J (3)

The dependence of t is omitted here for simplicity. In this
paper, we use the middle point between the tail end and the
neck as the root point. Thus, the root point centered coordinate
is defined as:

p̄i =
{

(x̄j , ȳj)i
}
j∈J (4)

Furthermore, in order to normalize the size of the dog within
the image, we re-scale the keypoint coordinates p̄i:

p̄i =
p̄i

‖vneck,tailend‖
, (5)

where v̄neck,tailend is the vector between the neck and the tail
end landmarks.

The transformation and normalization of landmarks has two
purposes: The placement of the dog within the image has no
effect on the processing, and the distance of the dog to the
camera, as well as its size become less important. One may
assume that in case much more training data become available
in the future, some clustering in this space, followed by cluster-
specific models, may improve the modeling.

D. Pain indicator estimation

Based on several other works [23], [37], [38], we pro-
pose to use a two-stream model structure to evaluate the
temporal information in the detected pose representation. In
[37], a two-stream model structure is used to predict human
actions, one stream based on the long short term memory
(LSTM) architecture [39] and the other with a 1-dimensional
convolutional network. Our proposed method resembles this
structure (see Figure 5), with some important differences. We
use a basic LSTM branch to process the keypoint based pose
representation, another, Convolutional LSTM based branch
to process the RGB images, as in [23]. Both branches are
complemented with an attention module before their outputs
are combined with a fully convolutional layer, and the output
is a binary classification of the pain state. We describe each
component separately.

1) Basic LSTM: LSTM is a variant of recurrent neural
networks, which use part of the internal information at time
step t in the processing of time step t + 1. The basic LSTM
network maintains a memory vector m to control the outputs at
each time step. The LSTM network is able to learn temporal
information, and combine stored information from previous
time steps into its prediction. It uses three gating functions
to control this: a forgot gate, an input gate, and an out gate,
whereby it deletes old information or adds new information
into the current state. However, this algorithm is not able to



Fig. 5. Our proposed two-stream model for dog pain estimation. The left
branch is a four layer LSTM model, which is responsible for processing the
keypoint information. The right branch is a four layer convolutional LSTM
model, which is responsible for processing RGB images. The yellow and gray
blocks are the max pooling and batch normalization layers. Black blocks
represent the time attention layers. The green block is the fully connected
layer. We fuse our two branches by concatenating the last layers’ feature
vectors.

distinguish which time step contains more crucial information,
and it would be a challenge for LSTM to learn long-term
dependencies from longer sequences. In order to address this
problem, an attention mechanism was proposed in [40] to learn
long-term dependencies.

2) Convolutional LSTM: Traditional versions of LSTM
would use the fully connected layers in every state transition
and the gate output process. This kind of LSTM can also
be called the fully connected LSTM (FC-LSTM). The FC-
LSTM has the ability to extract temporal information from
sequences, which makes it suitable for time series problems
[39]–[42]. However, the major drawback of FC-LSTM is that
its fully connected layers have too much redundancy for
visual inputs. In order to address this problem, Shi et al.
[43] introduced Convolutional LSTM (C-LSTM), which has
convolutional structures in both the input-to-state and state-to-
state transitions. C-LSTM provides the ability to process the
spatio-temporal sequence more effectively [43].

3) Attention LSTM: In our model, we add attention op-
eration on the top of the LSTM and C-LSTM outputs. The
attention mechanism adds a context vector V onto the target
sequence y. In [40], the elements of the context vi depend
on a sequence of annotations (b1,..., bT ) with length of
T . Each annotation would make a comparison across the
whole input sequence and estimates which term of the input
sequence should be paid more attention. The weighted sum
of annotations bi is used to compute the context vector as

follows:

vi =

Tx∑
j=1

αijbj (6)

The score αij of each annotation is inferred as:

αij =
exp (eij)∑Tx

k=1 exp (eik)
(7)

The alignment model assigns a score αij to the pair of context
vector elements at position j and the annotation at position i.
eij is computed by the vector product between the LSTM
hidden state vi−1 and the jth annotation. In our model, both
context vector and annotation are the hidden state sequences
of the last LSTM layer, which forms a self-attention model. In
[40], the alignment score α is parameterized by a feed-forward
network with a single hidden layer, and this network is jointly
trained with the other parts of the model.

4) Fusion of branches: The most direct way to combine
the two feature vectors created by the two branches is con-
catenation fusion [44]. ycat = f cat

(
xa,xb

)
means we stack

two feature vectors of the feature channels c:

ycat
c+c′ = xac ycat

c′ = xbc′ , (8)

where ycat ∈ RN×(C+C′). This is denoted with FC in Figure 5.

IV. DATASETS

There are a few datasets with dog images available for
training pose estimation models, but no datasets are available
for assessing pain indicators. The dataset we introduce in this
paper, is unique in that respect. We use two other datasets for
assessing the pose estimation method that we use in this paper,
namely, StanfordExtra [45] and TigDog [46].

StanfordExtra is an image-based dog dataset with anno-
tated 2D keypoints, obtained by labeling part of the existing
Stanford Dog Dataset [47], which consists of 20,580 dog
images taken “in the wild” from 120 different dog breeds. The
dataset contains various poses, with variation on environmental
occlusions, interaction with humans or other animals, and
partial views. For each image, there are 19 candidate body
key points, but only the points that can be observed are
labeled. We selected 6 dog breeds out of 120 randomly, and
used 60 images for each breed for comparison experiments.
The dog breeds are Dandie-Dinmont, Tibetan-terrier, Bluet-
ick, Rhodesian-ridgeback, Brittany-spaniel, and Brabancon-
griffon, respectively.

Fig. 6. Example images from the StanfordExtra (top) and TigDog (bottom)
datasets.



TigDog is a video base dataset with no annotated key-
points, sourced from the Youtube-Objects dataset [48]. For
most videos, the camera is not static, and follows the dog,
which is typically centered in the image. Figure 6 shows some
example images from these two datasets.

The Ankara University Dog Behavior Dataset (AUDBD)
used in our experiment is collected by the Veterinary Medicine
Department of Ankara University, in a group that performs
research into dog behavior [49], [50]. The complete dataset
includes 61 videos, each corresponding to an individual dog.
The overall video duration is six hours and 45 minutes. There
are 23 videos, totaling three hours and nine minutes, labeled
as “pain condition”, and 38 videos with a total of three hours
and 36 minutes labeled as “non-pain” condition.

Pain can be associated to wear and tear of tissues, injuries to
the bones or a joint, or damage to muscles, ligaments, tendons
or other soft tissues (musculoskeletal). These are marked as
“orthopedic pain” in the dataset. Other types of pain can be
related to irritated or damaged nerves, and these are marked as
“neurological pain”. The labels of the dataset are provided by
the veterinarian experts according to their medical records.
Every sample in the pain set is a real dog patient with a
physical problem that could potentially cause pain symptoms,
however, not all images in the videos will exhibit all pain
indicators.

We extract and process the frames from the videos at two
frames per second, and in clips of four seconds of video each.
Each such clip is thus composed of eight frames. In order to
have enough data to train our models, we use a two frame (i.e.
one second) overlap between subsequent clips. This way, the
dataset contains a total of 12,435 clips (See Table I).

TABLE I
THE OVERALL STATISTICS OF THE AUDBD DATASET. FRAMES ARE

SAMPLED AT TWO FPS, AND CLIPS CONSIST OF EIGHT FRAMES WITH TWO
FRAMES OVERLAP. DURATION IS SHOWN IN HH:MM:SS.

# videos # clips Duration

Orthopedic pain 14 2,957 01:19:06
Neurological pain 9 2,161 01:50:08
Total pain 23 5,118 03:09:14
Not pain 38 7,584 03:36:50

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Pose estimation

We measure the performance of pre-trained HRNet on our
dog pain dataset, as well as StanfordExtra and Tigdog. We
use the Percentage of Correct Keypoints (PCK) measure,
which is the percentage of keypoints detected falling within a
normalized distance of the manually annotated ground truth.
We use the square root of the bounding box area as the
normalization index. The results are shown in Table II.

We can see that the pre-trained HRNet has a good per-
formance in general, and has better performance on the
StanfordExtra dataset compared to Tigdog and AUDBD, since
StanfordExtra is visually more similar to the Animalpose
dataset, on which the HRNet was trained.

TABLE II
10 PERCENT PCK (PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT KEYPOINTS) ON THREE

DATASETS. HEAD INCLUDES TWO EYES, AND THE NOSE TIP. SPINE
INCLUDES WITHERS AND TAIL END. LEGS INCLUDES FOUR ELBOWS,

FOUR KNEES, AND FOUR PAWS.

Dataset Head Spine Legs Total

StanfordExtra 93.4 88.9 84.0 86.5
Tigdog 85.1 83.3 78.5 81.5
AUDBD 88.4 82.1 77.3 80.9

B. Pain estimation

Our classification models are evaluated using five fold cross-
validation (i.e. 80% training, 20% validation), after separating
a 13% portion of the entire dataset as an independent test set
that is not seen at all during model selection. For each fold, we
randomly sample the pain and non-pain classes proportionally
in both training and validation folds, which is mainly used for
stopping the training. There is no dog used in multiple folds.
The test set is not used to train or validate the model.

We contrast several models under this setting. We report
the performance of LSTM and C-LSTM branches separately,
where the former uses the keypoints, and the latter uses the
RGB images. LSTM models are reported under three different
settings: LSTM32, LSTM64, and LSTM128, respectively,
where the number denoted the number of hidden units. For
one-stream networks, we also report baseline results with
an I3D network [51] which uses RGB images, and with
XGBoost [52] which uses keypoints. The hyperparameters
for the baseline XGBoost are optimized via grid search. We
use the I3D network that was pre-trained on the Kinetics-300
[51] dataset and fine-tuned the last classification head on our
dataset. The I3D model achieves close performance to our
C-LSTM model, but uses three times as many parameters as
our approach. Finally, we also report results with a frequently
used dual-stream approach, where one branch processes RGB
image, and the second branch processes the optical flow image
of the same video. Table III reports the average accuracy
and F1 scores for these models obtained after five fold
cross-validation, reported on the test set. The F1-score (i.e.
the harmonic mean of precision and recall) is reported in
addition to accuracy, since it is informative when the dataset
is imbalanced. The model with the highest average F1 score
and accuracy is C-LSTM+LSTM128, which has an average F1
score of 76.3%± 4.4 and an average accuracy of 77.0%±4.6.

C. Qualitative Analysis

We use the Grad-CAM method [53] to compute activation
(saliency) maps for our best model (i.e. ConvLSTM+LSTM)
to visualize the model’s attention. Following [23], we apply
Grad-CAM on the last convolutional layer of the RGB stream.
In order to obtain the class discrimination saliency map, we
first compute the gradient score of the class c, yc, with respect
to the feature map activations Ak (layer output) in the last
convolutional layer, i.e. ∂yc

∂Ak . The gradient flows are then
processed by the global average pooling in the width and



TABLE III
RESULTS (%F1-SCORE AND ACCURACY) FOR DIFFERENT MODELS. RGB:
IMAGES, KP: KEYPOINTS, OF: OPTICAL FLOW. 32, 64, 128 DENOTE THE

NUMBER OF HIDDEN UNITS IN THE LSTM MODELS, WHICH ARE USED TO
PROCESS THE KEYPOINTS SEQUENCE.

One stream models Data type Avg. F1 Avg. Acc. #Param.

C-LSTM RGB 62.9±3.3 64.5±3.6 8,105,986
LSTM64 KP 58.8±5.5 59.1±6.8 137,922
I3D RGB 74.1±2.5 74.6±1.1 24,327,632
XGBoost KP 55.1±3.2 61.3±2.7 54,400

Two stream models
C-LSTM+LSTM32 RGB+KP 70.3±3.3 71.2±3.1 8,143,204
C-LSTM+LSTM64 RGB+KP 72.9±3.5 72.1±4.1 8,243,908
C-LSTM+LSTM128 RGB+KP 76.3±4.4 77.0±4.6 8,635,780
Double C-LSTM RGB+OF 67.7±5.1 69.2±3.9 16,210,403

height dimensions (denote as i and j respectively) to get the
neuron importance weights αc

k.

αc
k =

global average pooling︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

Z

∑
i

∑
j

∂yc

∂Ak
ij︸ ︷︷ ︸

gradients via backprop

(9)

where Z is the product of width and height. The importance
of feature maps (layer output channels) k for a class c are then
weighted according to their corresponding gradient magnitude.
The feature maps are processed by a RELU function to focus
on the features which have a positive impact on the class of
interest.

Lc
Grad−CAM = ReLU

(∑
k

αc
kA

k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear combination

(10)

The region with the highest magnitude is considered to be
the most important for the classification decision. The output
feature map is up-sampled with an interpolation to the size of
the original image, and superposed on it as a heatmap.

Figure 7 shows two dogs in orthopedic pain condition. The
top sequence in Figure 7 is a case that is correctly classed
as pain by our ConvLSTM+LSTM model, with a confidence
score of 0.95. According to the heatmap, the lower body parts
and the head parts are the regions that the model most focuses
on. This is reasonable, since a dog with an orthopedic pain
would be unstable in their walking motion, and this would
show up in their leg movements and head position. We note
that the algorithm seems not to be affected too much by the
image background, and could follow the temporal patterns
of the dog. In the bottom sequence of Figure 7, we see an
example sequence where the dog is in pain, but the algorithm
classifies it incorrectly as “no pain”, with a low confidence
score. From the heatmap, we can see that algorithm is focusing
on the back of the dog, and the legs are not clearly visible from
this angle. Therefore, the algorithm cannot reliably detect the
pain expression.

Fig. 7. Saliency maps for a true positive (top) and a false negative (bottom)
case belonging to the pain class.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Recognizing pain-related behaviors in dogs automatically is
a challenging problem. Clinical pain assessment methods, such
as the Glasgow composite measure pain scale, use multiple be-
havioral indicators such as “vocalization, attention to wound,
mobility, response to touch, demeanor and posture/activity” for
assessment of behaviours [54]. In this paper, we have barely
scratched the surface of behavior analysis for this task, and
integrated computer vision based tools into a solution that
uses a small number of cues. Furthermore, we have worked
only on samples with orthopedic and neuropathic pain; other
categories, such as organic pain, were not included.

Our results show that both spatial-temporal features in
images and keypoint based descriptions of the motion patterns
are useful for the visual analysis. While data restrictions and
the risk of overfitting prevented us from fine-tuning pose
estimators, we show that generic tools have good performance
for this task. Contrary to most work on animal pain estimation,
we have not focused on the facial region. This remains a future
work, but would require further clinical tools, such as validated
grimace scales for labeling.

ETHICAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The proposed approach cannot be used as a clinical assess-
ment tool for dog pain estimation without further tests and
validation. No dogs were harmed in this research, there was no
induced pain for the subjects, and ethics committee approval
is obtained for the preparation of the dog video dataset.
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